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Hacking Team

SSH Username: root   Password: HTPassword
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• Understand precisely how people make passwords
  • In-lab, think-aloud protocol

• How users assign value to accounts

• Users’ password-creation processes

• “Microdecisions” users think add security
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- 49-participant lab study
- Recruited using flyers / Craigslist
- 45 – 60 minutes, compensated $25
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• Think aloud while creating 3 passwords:

- First Trust National Bank
  Please create a new password for your banking account.

- SwagMail
  Please create a new password for your email account.

- National Daily Times
  Please create a new password for your news account.
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- Follow-up questions to understand why
- Questions about general strategies
- Following distraction task, recall password
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- Guessability – how many guesses to crack?
  - Threat model: large-scale guessing

- $10^{14}$ guesses using Hashcat

- User-specific and site-specific attacks
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• Based on affinity diagramming
  • Collaboratively grouped 546 behaviors / strategies

• 25 broad themes
  • 122 distinct behaviors
Limitations

• Small-scale, non-representative sample

• Limited ecological validity
  • Only one use of passwords
  • Test recall in same session
Results Outline

• Overview of participants

• Overview of passwords

• Security levels

• Strategies
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• 49 participants
  • 21 male
  • 28 female

• Variety of occupations
  • 24 students
  • 16 employed
  • 9 unemployed/retired

• Mean age 31 (median 24)
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• Transformed (Fahl et al., SOUPS 2013)

• 6 passwords trivially guessable
  • *gabriel*, *Password1!*

• Half of passwords guessed
  • e.g., *Tyrone1975*, *Gandalf*8, *Triptrip1963*

• Half of passwords secure
  • e.g., *5cupsoftoys*, *AfNaHiLoco*, *7301Poplarblvd$*
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• 21 participants considered sites equal value

• Struggled matching password to security level
  • P6’s high-value passwords both guessed

• Creating a password “stresses me out...I know I want a really strong password. Thinking through how I want to create that is tough.” (P18)
Strategies
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+Money369
Base password on site

- Secure news password
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Base password on site

- Secure news password

LEFTbrown8!
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junglesalmon711
Knew to avoid dictionary words

• Secure (and believed secure)

Rjunglesalmon711@$
Build password around phrase
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- Insecure

ilovelsttrust!
Build password around phrase

- Secure

AfNaHiLoco
Build password around phrase

- Secure

AfNaHiLoCo

Afraid of the Native Hipsters Loopily Coding
Build password around phrase

- *Be the change* because “someone wouldn’t think it necessarily applies to me” (P17)

Be the change you wish to see in the world.

- Mahatma Gandhi
Digits and symbols make it secure

• Insecure

Tyrone
Digits and symbols make it secure

- Insecure (believed secure)
  - “Security is required for a bank account” (P37)
Digits and symbols make it secure

• “I added ‘!’ at the end to make it secure.” (P45)
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Misunderstanding attackers

• Mahavishnu Orchestra is secure because “this band name is hard to spell” (P2)

• Goldie: “hackers cannot guess [it] because I have no pictures of him on my Facebook account.” (P7)
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Creating a strong password

To keep your account safe, here are a few tips on how to create a strong password:

Use a unique password for each of your important accounts

Use a mix of letters, numbers, and symbols in your password

Using numbers, symbols and mix of upper and lower case letters in your password makes it harder for someone to guess your password. For example, an eight-character password with numbers, symbols and mixed-case letters is harder to guess because it has 30,000 times as many possible combinations than an eight-character password with only lower case letters.
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• Users had process, yet many misconceptions

Cannot Contain:

• known personal information
• last five passwords
• four or more occurrences of same character
• a Dictionary word* (after removing non-alpha characters)
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• Promote secure creation processes

• Data-driven tools
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Password Guessability Service

COMING SOON! FREE!